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Abstract

The injection system of KIRAMS-30 cyclotron consists
of a double gap buncher, an SQQ, and a spiral inflector. Ini-
tial beam with 100 mmmrad has been generated by random
Gaussian function in the transverse plane and random uni-
form function in the longitudinal direction. Using the 3D
electric and magnetic fields of a buncher, SQQ, inflector,
and return-yoke bore, the characteristics of the beam in-
jected into the KIRAMS-30 cyclotron’s central region has
been obtained. This paper presents the results of its beam
characteristics and parameters of each beam element.

INTRODUCTION

KIRAMS-30 cyclotron have been manufacturing for in-
stallation at KAERI and will be commissioned next year.
The injection system of KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has a dou-
ble gap buncher, SQQ system, a spiral inflector, and re-
turn yoke magnetic field. This paper devotes to calcu-
late the beam properties through the injection system with
the background magnetic field in the injection hole by the
main magnet of cyclotron. The magnetic field and electric
field of SQQ and Inflector are calculated from TOSCA, and
the electric field distribution of the buncher is obtained by
POISSON.

INJECTION SYSTEM

Figure 1: KIRAMS-30 Injection System
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The KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has a TRIUMF style DC
multicusp ion source[1]. The unnormalized emittance con-
taining 90% beam intensity is about 100 mmmrad at high
current. It means that Gaussian beam has rms beam waist
radius of about 3 mm and rms divergence of about 20 mrad.

First the beam envelope behaviour in the drift space of
1.7 m long has been simulated. The beam current is as-
sumed as 10 mA, and space charge neutralization factor
0.9[2]. The space charge effect is calculated only in the
transverse direction. The distance from the median plane
to the top yoke is 0.72 m, and the distance from the beam
waist of ion source to the top yoke is 0.95 m. From the
drift simulation, the rms beam size at 1.1 m downstream is
about 23 mm with the space charge effect. The solenoid
bore radius is determined as 45 mm.

The particle’s trajectory tracking is achieved by Mathe-
matica Notebook which contains the beam generation and
information, the integrations of equations of motion, and
the calculation of space charge interactions.

Buncher

The nominal buncher can be normally used in the low
current range. The observed limit of the bunching gain fac-
tor is 2.15 due to the space charge effect and the transit
time effect, but thoretical limitation is 3.5 with a sinusoidal
buncher[3]. The double gap buncher of KIRAMS-30 cy-
clotron uses the same cyclotron resonance frequency 63.95
MHz and an additional phase shifter to match between ac-
celeration and beam bunch’s time sequence at acceleration
gaps in the cyclotron.

Figure 2 shows electric potential map and bunching ef-
fects at 1.2 m downstream from the buncher. The electric
potential map of the buncher is generated by SUPERFISH,
POISSON. The buncher is composed of two RF gaps and
one center excitation body. The gap size is 4 mm. The
distance between gap centers is 18.7 mm and the aperture
radius is 30 mm. In order to avoid field penetration into
another gap and drift region and transit time variation in
the radial direction, the wires are used. The buncher volt-
age is 200 V. The bunch has 77 deg RF phase width with
corresponding to 90% of a bunch peak and the suppression
factor 2.4.

SQQ

There are several types of an injection line from an ion
source to an inflector in the compact cyclotrons[4, 5]. The
KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has a SQQ injectin system in a ver-
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Figure 2: The electric potential map of the buncher, the
position z [m] vs. the particle number. The buncher voltage
is about 200 V.

tical yoke hole. Figure 3(a) shows the SQQ drawing and
sizes. The solenoid bore size is determined from the drift
simulation as 90 mm. This size is not enough when ini-
tial beam 4rms emittance is larger than 100 mmmrad. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows the axial magnetic field distribution with z
(0.0 at cyclotron’s median plane). The 3 dimensional mag-
netic field maps of SQQ and Yoke have been obtained with
TOSCA in OPERA3D. The bore size of the vertical yoke
hole is 200 mm to install the SQQ device.

With the 3D magnetic field of yoke hole and SQQ, beam
simulation have been carried out. Figures 4 and 5 show the
results of the simulation.

Spiral Inflector

In order to bend the beam from axial direction onto
cyclotron median plane, a spiral inflector is used. First
the shape of inflector is obtained by CASINO[6] and
INFLECTOR[7] program with various k ′, electric field ra-
dius A, and inflector height using 3D magnetic field distri-
bution.

First z = 0 condition at the inflector exit is used to deter-
mine the A and inflector height. With the variation of the
angle between cyclotron Hill configuration and the inflec-

Figure 3: (a) SQQ drawing (b) axial magnetic field varia-
tion with z

Figure 4: (a) Beam envelope behaviour from the initial
beam waist position to the entrance of the spiral inflector.
(b) RMS emittance variation with respect to z in the trans-
verse plane.

tor electrode, the beam position and direction at the exit of
inflector have been adjusted. But the results have some lim-
itation of the beam direction at some beam position. The
more variation can be achieved with k ′ values for beam
centering of several turns in the central region, but in the
view of the dependence of acceptance on tilt for an inflec-
tor with the aspect ratio of 2, the correlated acceptance falls
to 50% of the untilted value at k ′ = −1.0[8].

The spiral inflector of KIRAMS-30 cyclotron has A =
2 cm, inflector height 1.88 cm, k ′ = 0, electrode gap 8
mm, and aspect ratio 2. Figure 6 shows the shape of the
spiral inflector and the representative potential map. This
calculation is carried out with OPERA3D, TOSCA with a
3D CAD drawing SAT file.

Figure 7 shows initial and final beam information of spi-
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Figure 5: Beam distribution in trace space and x-y trans-
verse plane at the entrance of the spiral inflector.

Figure 6: Spiral Inflector and the representative potential
map

ral inflector. The initial beam size is about 4 mm. The final
beam is spreading in radial direction and focusing in verti-
cal direction. At the next tracking the beam is focused in
the radial direction by bending effect due to the cyclotron’s
magnetic field and spread in the vertical direction. For this
simulation to get z = 0 condition at the exit of spiral in-
flector, electrode’s voltage should be reduced by the factor
of 0.75 compared to CASINO result. The inflector voltage
is about± 11.3 kV at the upper and lower electrode.

CONCLUSIONS

The injection system of KIRAMS-30 have been devel-
oped to accept 100 mmmrad 4rms emittance beam gener-
ated from an ion source. It is composed of a double gap
buncher, SQQ system, and a spiral inflector. A double gap
buncher has the electrode gap size 4 mm and 200 V buncher
voltage. The bore size of the Solenoid is 90 mm. The elec-
tric radius, electrode gap size, and aspect ratio of the spiral
inflecor is 2 cm, 8 mm, and 2, respectively.

From the results, the injection system without spiral in-
flector is satisfied to get enough acceptance of the initial
beam condition. But the spiral inflector needs more small
and fine beam condition for the less beam loss. It needs
more studies on QQ condition to make various beam states

Figure 7: Beam distribution at the entrance and exit of Spi-
ral Inflector, RMS beam size, and variation of the beam
center position through the spiral inflector.

at the entrance of spiral inflector for the beam matching
between injection line and spiral inflector.
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